Many modern applications deal with multi-label data, such as functional categorizations of genes, image labeling and text categorization. Classification of such data with a large number of labels and latent dependencies among them is a challenging task, and it becomes even more challenging when the data is received online and in chunks. Many of the current multi-label classification methods require a lot of time and memory, which make them infeasible for practical real-world applications. In this paper, we propose a fast linear label space dimension reduction method that transforms the labels into a reduced encoded space and trains models on the obtained pseudo labels. Additionally, it provides an analytical method to update the decoding matrix which maps the labels into the original space and is used during the test phase. Experimental results show the effectiveness of this approach in terms of running times and the prediction performance over different measures.
Introduction
Standard classification is the task of assigning the correct class to previously unknown test instances based on training instances. Training data consist of a set of features and an associated target class or class label. Many modern data mining applications, however, need to deal with more than one label per instance. This problem is called multi-label learning. Early studies focused on multi-label text categorization [18] , and gradually the topic attracted attention from different communities, such as bioinformatics [5] and image labeling [3] . Multi-label classification can be viewed as a generalization of multi-class classification where labels do not exclude each other and may have unknown dependencies among each other as well as with the features. One goal of multi-label classification is thus to take advantage of hidden label correlations to improve classification performance.
Besides multiple interdependent class labels, we are facing a huge increase in the size of data becoming available. In many cases, this data is received as a stream, e.g. a stream of sensor data or an email text stream. Because of the evolving nature of data streams, we cannot record all the instances and cannot assume previous data can be scanned an arbitrary number of times. Therefore, we need efficient methods in terms of time and space complexity. This makes multi-label classification on data streams even more challenging.
A common approach to multi-label classification is to transform the problem into one or more single-label problems (e.g. [23, 30] ). The important advantage of problem transformation methods is the possibility of using any available single-label base classifier. This makes these approaches more flexible and generally applicable. However, they may suffer from high computational complexity (as in the Label Powerset method [32] ) or ignore the label dependencies (as in the Binary Relevance method [30] ); both are important features in the classification of multi-label streams. One successful type of transformation methods compresses the original label space to a compressed representation [11, 28, 33, 39] . These methods accelerate the learning process by training fewer binary classifiers on compressed label sets, which makes them suitable for multi-label stream classification. However, all the existing methods need to access the whole training data at once, and none of them has been adjusted for the online setting.
In this paper, we propose a novel online linear label compression approach, called RACE (Random Compression). For each new batch of data, we (1) compress the label space into a smaller random space, then (2) update the single-label online classifiers or regressors on this compressed label set (we call them pseudo labels), and in the end (3) update the existing decompressing function analytically with the recent data batch. Figure 1 represents the general framework of RACE. The main feature of this approach is to process each data batch once and analytically, hence it is not iterative in finding encoding/decoding functions which leads to a faster method compared to other batch label space compression methods in the literature. In addition, it does not have many control parameters to be set; the only parameter is the dimension of the compressed space. Experiments demonstrate that RACE performs favorably compared to other multi-label stream classification methods in terms of running times and predictive performance across different datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a background on multi-label learning as well as using random features in classification problems. Section 3 explains the proposed method. Experiments are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Multi-label classification approaches usually fall into two categories: algorithm adaptation and problem transformation methods. Several single-label classification algorithms have been adapted to multi-label data (e.g. ML-kNN [37] ). In contrast, problem transformation methods convert the original multi-label problem into one or several single-label problems and apply one of the existing single-label learning methods to the transformed data. One well-known method from this category is called Binary Relevance (BR), which is similar to the one-versus-all approach for multi-class classification. BR assumes the labels are independent and trains a separate model for each label. In many real-world applications, this assumption is not valid. Later, to alleviate this problem, Classifier Chains (CC) [23] were proposed. CC adds links to the classifiers in BR in such a way that the feature space of each link in the chain is extended with the label associations of all previous links. As the order of the chain can influence the performance, an Ensemble of Classifier Chains (ECC) was proposed. A detailed taxonomy of multi-label methods was presented by Gibaja and Ventura [10] .
With an increase in the number of labels, many of the standard multi-label classification methods that work on the original label space (e.g. BR and ECC) become computationally infeasible. Hence, new strategies for reducing the label space have been presented. Multi-label prediction via Compressed Sensing (CS) [11] assumes sparsity in the label set and encodes labels using a small number of linear random projectors. Although the encoding function is linear, the decoder is not. For each test instance, CS needs to solve an optimization problem related to its sparsity assumption. Hence, CS can be time consuming during prediction. Unlike CS, the projection matrix in PLST [28] captures the correlations between labels using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the label matrix. This approach guarantees the minimum encoding error on the training set. Both encoding and decoding functions are computed from the SVD. Linear Gaussian random projection is another form of transforming labels [39] . The method uses a series of Kullback-Leibler divergence based hypothesis tests for decoding. It performs a recursive clustering algorithm and extracts an auxiliary distilled label set of frequently appearing label subsets. However, this step is empirically expensive. MLCBMaD [33] is a label compression method that uses Boolean Matrix Decomposition (BMaD) to factorize the label matrix into the product of a Boolean code matrix and a Boolean decoding matrix. The method needs all the training data at once to extract the compressed label set. Instead of transforming label sets, a label subset selection method based on group-sparse learning was proposed [1] . However, the optimization problem to find the best subset is still computationally expensive. To alleviate this issue, a randomized sampling method based on the Column Subset Selection Problem (CSSP) has been proposed [2] . Lately, deep learning methods have been employed in order to extract non-linear dependencies among the labels [34] or develop a better feature space representation [22] . All these methods compress the label set regardless of the corresponding feature set. Recently, some feature-aware methods have been proposed that find the optimized compression function considering both feature and label sets [4, 17, 15] .
Although multi-label classification has received a lot of attention, classifying multilabel data streams is relatively new and not very well investigated. Some well-known methods like Binary Relevance (BR) and Classifier Chains (CC) can easily be upgraded to the online scenario by using an updateable classifier as their base learner. Qu et al. [19] proposed a stacking version of Binary Relevance (MBR) with a weighting scheme in order to learn the dependencies among the labels via a meta-level classifier. Later, a multi-label version of Hoeffding Trees, a popular decision tree classifier in single-label stream mining, was presented [21] . MLHT extends Hoeffding Trees to the multi-label scenario by modifying the definition of entropy as well as keeping multilabel classifiers at the leaves such as the majority-labelset classifier. Another method used a modified version of K-Nearest Neighbour, which is called Multiple Windows Classifier (MWC) [27] . MWC maintains two fixed-size windows per label: one for positive and one for negative examples. Experimental comparisons show the dominance of the Multi-Label Hoeffding Tree over Meta Binary Relevance (MBR) and the Multiple Windows Classifier (MWC) [21] . To the best of our knowledge, none of the available label space reduction methods in the literature on multi-label classification has been adapted for the streaming scenario yet. Most of them are computationally expensive, which makes them infeasible for streaming data.
To make our method efficient, we select the encoding matrix randomly. Choosing random features or projections has been an active topic in machine learning. Random features have been reasonably successful in scaling kernel methods when dealing with large data sets [20, 14, 6] . Training neural networks with random weights has also been elaborated in the literature [25, 35] . Studies show that there is significant redundancy in the parametrization of several deep learning methods and many of them even need not be learned at all [8] . Subsequent studies propose using random features to reduce the number of parameters for deep convolutional neural networks without sacrificing predictive performance [36] . Another study shows that features from a one-layer convolutional pooling architecture with completely random filters could achieve an average recognition rate that is just slightly worse than unsupervised pre-trained and fine-tuned filters [13] . Further investigations show that a surprising fraction of the performance can be attributed to the architecture alone [24] .
Online Label Compression Method
The key idea of our method is to compress labels into a smaller random space. As reviewed in the previous section, it has been shown that using random features or weights has been a successful component of many existing methods. Using a fixed random encoder will help in accelerating the method and make it scalable for streaming data. However, it may be too restrictive for multi-label stream classification. Therefore, we propose two variants of the compression function: one fixed and one adaptive encoder. After receiving the first batch of data, we first map the label space to the reduced space. As the encoding is a real-valued mapping, the reduced labels will be real-valued. One may then use an updateable regressor or binarize the labels and train one updateable classifier for each pseudo label. The decoding function is calculated as a least squares solution and can be updated incrementally. The next batch of data is first used as test data: We obtain the prediction by the classifiers/regressors and use the decoding function to obtain predicted labels in the original space. After receiving the actual labels of the batch, the batch is used as training data to update the models and the decoding function accordingly. The remainder of this section will explain the algorithm in detail.
Algorithm 1: RACE Algorithm
Input: B t = (X (t) , L (t) ) is the t th batch of data, l and k are the size of original and reduced label space respectively Output: encoder matrix A l×k , decoder matrix β k×l , and trained model 1 Generate a random matrix A 0 = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k ) of size l × k, where a i is a vector of length l // Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
10 Train a Binary Relevance updatable model on (X 0 , H 0 ) 11 Initialize label decoders: get P t+1 the prediction of model on X t+1 
Update Binary Relevance model with batch (B t+1 , H t+1 ) 21 Update K t+1 and β t+1 using equation (9) 3.1. Problem Setting Let x ∈ X denote an instance in the instance space X ⊆ R m , and let l = (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l l ) be the set of relevant labels represented in a binary vector of length l. At time stamp t, we receive a new batch of labeled instances (X(t),
} of size n, where x i ∈ X and l i ∈ {0, 1} l denote the i th instance in the batch and its label set, respectively. A multi-label classifier C is a X → {0, 1} l mapping that, for a given instance x ∈ X, returns a vector y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y l ) of predicted labels. Our goal is to learn a predictor C : X → {0, 1}
l that minimizes a label-wise decomposable loss function. To do so, we decompress the reduced label set by a decoding matrix (β) which minimizes the least squares error:
where e t (i) is the error of predicted labels for the i th instance of batch t. Linear models obtained by ordinary least squares are the same as for Hamming loss [7] :
Label Compression with Least Squares Solution
Compressing the label space to a fixed random space was inspired by the idea of Extreme Learning Machines (ELMs) [12, 16] . Let q = t.n be the total number of instances up to time t and L(q) denote the original label set, which is encoded into a smaller random space by H(q) = L(q)A, where A is an l × k fixed encoder and H(q) is the q × k resulting pseudo label matrix and k is the reduced label space size. To decode the reduced label predictions to the original label space, we have:
where β(q) is a k × l decoding matrix after observing q instances. In order to find β(q) in equation (3), we use the least squares approach to make it faster than iterative optimization methods (such as stochastic gradient descent). Let E(q) = [e(1)e(2) . . . e(q)] T = L(q) − Y(q) be the error of predicted labels for all instances up to time t according to the parameters at time t. By rewriting equation (1), we obtain:
Setting the gradient of ξ with respect to β(q) equal to zero, we obtain:
Consequently, the resulting decoder matrix (β(q)) is the least-squares solution of equation (3) . Experimental results show that this approach has better generalization performance at higher learning speed on both classification and regression problems [12, 9] .
Random Compression of Multi-label Streams
The least-squares solution provided by equation (4) is of little interest in mining a stream of data, as it requires all the past samples at each iteration. We need to transform the solution in equation (4) into a sequential form. Hence, for the first batch of data, we calculate the decoding matrix as:
Suppose we are at step t + 1 and receive a new batch of data. The new decoding matrix will be obtained by:
To simplify equation (6), we substitute equation (3) as an estimate of L t . The second part of the right-hand side of equation (6) becomes:
Substituting equation (7) in (6), β t+1 can be written as:
In order to avoid multiple calculations of matrix inversions in equation (8), we use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula, where rather than keeping M t = H T t H t , we keep K t = M −1 t . We can rewrite β t+1 as the following:
The recursive method for updating the least-squares solution of β t+1 is similar to the Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) algorithm [9] . Algorithm 1 indicates the main steps of our proposed online label compression (RACE) method. The first step is to generate the encoding matrix (line 1). We generate k uniformly distributed random hyperplanes in the space of labels, where k is the dimension of the reduced label space. In order to have more informative pseudo labels, we use the Gram-Schmidt algorithm [29] to rotate the k hyperplanes orthogonally. The Gram-Schmidt algorithm (line 2 − 6) subtracts from vector a i its components along previously determined orthonormal directions a 1 , ..., a (i−1) to obtain the new orthogonal direction v = a i − i−1 j=1 (a j × a i )a j . Then, scale v to obtain a unit norm vector: a i = v/||v||. These orthonormal hyperplanes are kept as the encoding matrix or as an initialization of the adaptive variant. For the first batch of instances, the RACE algorithm finds the pseudo labels by multiplying the label matrix with the encoding matrix (line 7), and if the binary relevance models are chosen to be classifiers, the resulting real-valued pseudo labels are converted to binary values (line 8 − 9). It then trains a binary relevance model, either a regressor or a classifier, on the encoded data (line 10). Finally, the decoding matrix β is initialized based on equation (5) . Lines 12 − 21 repeat this procedure for the following batches of data. Before updating the models and the decoding matrix, we use the current model and β to predict the labels of the newly arrived batch: The model predicts the labels in the reduced space (line 13), and the decoding matrix of the previous step (β t ) transfers pseudo labels to the original space (line 14). To update the model with the new batch, we first update the encoding matrix to the transpose of the decoding matrix from the previous step for the adaptive encoding variants (line 15 − 16). The pseudo labels of the new batch are extracted from its true labels (line 17 − 19) and used to update the learning model (line 20). In the end, β is incrementally updated by equation (9).
Experimental Results

Experiments
1 were performed in a prequential manner, where each data batch is first treated as test data and then as training data. All methods were developed within the Mulan framework [31] , the experiments have been repeated ten times to reduce the effect of random parameters (e.g., A in RACE or the number of chains in OECC), and the average values are reported.
Experimental Setting
Benchmark datasets. We evaluated our proposed method on several multi-label dataset benchmarks (Table 1) . We have chosen these datasets in order to cover different types of multi-label datasets: datasets with high label density (e.g. CAL500), datasets with a lot of labels (e.g. delicious), datasets with a large feature space (e.g. rcv1v2), and datasets with a large sample size (e.g. mediamill and NUS-WIDE).
Baseline and comparison methods. We have evaluated four variants of RACE, where the encoding may be fixed or adaptive, and the learning method may be regression or classification. We have developed an online version of Binary Relevance (OBR) and Ensemble of Classifier Chains (OECC), two well-known multi-label methods, to compare with RACE. ECCs are an extension of CCs that reduce the chance of poorly ordered chains and create more scalable classifiers for batch learning [23] . Our experimental results in the online setting are in line with previous findings in the batch setting so that only OECC results are reported in our experiments. As many multilabel datasets have a very sparse label space, we implemented an always negative classifier (Negative) to see how well the classifier learns the available labels. In addition, we implemented the majority prediction (Majority) baseline method that takes the cardinality of the current data batch as a threshold for the classification of the following batch. Hence, if the cardinality of the current batch is c, the top c labels are predicted as positive and the rest is predicted as negative.
Benchmark measures. Multi-label classification algorithms can be evaluated by a variety of measures [38, 26] . One category of these measures are called bipartition measures which calculate the average differences of the actual and the predicted labels over all examples (example-based measures) or measure them for each label separately (label-based measures). Hamming loss and Example-based accuracy are examples of example-based measures. Label-based metrics can be obtained in micro or macro modes. Conceptually speaking, macro-averaged metrics give an equal weight to each label while micro-averaged measures give an equal weight to each example. In this paper we report Example-based accuracy, the Example-based F-measure, Hamming loss, the Micro-averaged and Macro-averaged F-measure, and the running time of all methods.
Parameter Settings. Naïve Bayes Updateable is used as a simple generative updateable base classifier for OBR, OECC, and RACE (classification variants). For PLST and regression variants of RACE, we used Stochastic Gradiant Descent (SGD) with the squared loss function and a learning rate of 10 −4 . The size of ensemble in OECC is set to 5, and the size of the reduced label space in RACE to k = log 2 l , where l is the size of the original label space. The window size is set to 50 instances for CAL500, 100 for enron, and 500 for the rest.
Comparison of RACE Variants
We first compare the four variants of RACE, where the encoding matrix can be fixed or adaptive, and the learning method is either regression or classification. The results are reported in Table 2 . The worst performance belongs to the classification variant with fixed encoding. This can be due to the very confined structure of the model. On the other hand, the regression variant with adaptive encoding does not perform well, possibly due to the overfitting of so many real-valued parameters. The average ranks over all datasets indicate that the classification variant with adaptive encoding exhibits the best performance in terms of Example-based accuracy and Example-based F-measure and nearly the best in terms of Micro-averaged F-measure. Conversely, the regression variant with fixed encoding achieves the best results in terms of Hamming loss and Macro-averaged F-measure. However, its Example-based measures and Micro-averaged F-measure on some datasets (i.e. delicious and rcv1v2) are poor. Concerning running time, the classification variants are faster than their regression counterparts as their base learners are Naive Bayes Updateable, which is faster than the Stochastic Gradient Descent regression model.
Comparison to Online Baseline Methods
In Table 3 we compare two variants of RACE, the classification method with adaptive encoding (cls-adap) and the regression method with fixed encoding (reg-fixed), to other online baseline methods and report the average values for different measures over all batches and runs. We overlooked the standard deviation of different runs in this table as the corresponding values for OECC were neglectable and the ones for the RACE variants were reported in Table 2 . Again, the average ranks over all datasets indicate that RACE (cls-adap) achieves the best Example-based accuracy and Example-based F-measure and nearly the best Micro-averaged F-measure; and hence, with the average rank of 2.73 over all measures, it stands on the second place, after RACE (reg-fixed). RACE (reg-fixed) achieves the best results in terms of Hamming loss and Macro-averaged F-measure. It gives the best performance across all evaluated measures on enron and mediamill. However, its poor behavior in terms of Example-based measures and the Micro-averaged F-measure on delicious and rcv1v2 is quite similar to the Negative baseline.
The last column of Table 3 presents the running time of all algorithms. For a better visualization of time complexity, we plotted a heat map that represents the log ratio of each method's time, i.e. log 10 (4) 
Comparison to the Offline Label Compression Methods
In this section we compare RACE (cls-adap) to PLST 2 [28] , a popular offline label compression method which uses a projection method based on singular value decomposition. Here, we used hold-out evaluation, i.e. 33% of each dataset was chosen Table 4 presents the results for different measures and datasets, and reports the iterative results for 3 iterations. We observe that while RACE has an adaptive nature, Example-based accuracy and Hamming loss are comparable to PLST and on some datasets (CAL500 and delicious) RACE reaches an even higher accuracy. Moreover, on all datasets, due to its random compression nature, RACE has an order of magnitude smaller running times, and when the dataset is large (e.g., rcv1v2 and NUS-WIDE), PLST does not even finish within reasonable time 3 . Looking into iterative RACE, we observe that this method achieves more stable results over time, however, on some datasets it leads to better accuracy (CAL500 and delicious), while on some others the accuracy is reduced (mediamill, NUS-WIDE, and rcv1v2).
Impact of Pseudo Label Set Size
RACE has one parameter to set: the size of the reduced label space. We have changed the number of pseudo labels from log 2 l to log 2 l 2 , where l is the size of the original label space. Figure 3 shows the impact of this parameter on the performance of RACE (cls-adap) and RACE (reg-fixed) for the CAL500 and the enron datasets. As we can see in both datasets, while increasing the number of pseudo labels in RACE (cls-adap) does not change Example-based accuracy and Hamming loss notably, the Micro-averaged and Macro-averaged F-measure are improved up to some point (at 30 pseudo labels in enron and at 40 pseudo labels in CAL500), but then they drop again. This is the case for RACE (reg-fixed) for Example-based accuracy and the Microaveraged F-measure in the enron dataset, however, in the CAL500 dataset, different measures do not change notably for RACE (reg-fixed). Comparing these improvements to the average ranks from Table 3 , we can see that each of these variants can be improved by choosing a properly fine-tuned reduced label space size.
Conclusion
This paper addresses the problem of online label compression for multi-label data stream classification. The main contribution of this paper is to encode the original label space by a random projection method to a much smaller space and decode the output of models by an incremental analytical approach inspired by Extreme Learning Machines. Different variants of the proposed method, RACE, were tested. The experimental evaluations showed that the approach works well on different datasets across a variety of measures, and outperforms other existing online multi-label baselines in terms of accuracy, F-measure, Hamming loss and notably running time. However, there is still room for further improvement. As future research, we plan to extend the current framework to cover various types of concept drift. An ensemble of RACE models also can be used to reduce the variance of its random initialization.
